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"When I was a baby I remember one moment of calm peace, then three minutes after that it was

on."  A stunningly designed, richly illustrated companion to the much-anticipated documentary film,

Tupac: Resurrection brings unprecedented clarity and soulful intimacy to the life and work of Tupac

Shakur.  In many ways the autobiography he never got to write, Tupac: Resurrection features the

artist in his own words, examining his complicated life and the controversial decisions that plagued

him while he was alive. Tupac: Resurrection captures, as never before, his boundless passion,

searing honesty, and stunning intelligence, and showcases a range of never-before-seen writings,

letters, screenplay ideas, lyrics, poems, photographs, and personal effects, and stands as an

indelible testament to the artist's astonishing cultural legacy.  Tupac: Resurrection crystallizes the

enduring significance and impact of one of the most complex, haunting, and influential artists of our

time.
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Afeni Shakur The past seven years have been extremely painful watching and listening while others

incorrectly attempted to define who my son really was. Now, through patience, the strength of my

family, and faith in God, the true story of Tupac is finally being shared with the world. -- Review

TUPAC SHAKUR was born in June 1971. After spending time in the 127th Ensemble, a Harlem

theatre group, Tupac Shakur went to the Baltimore School of Arts, where he honed his already



impressive rap skills. At the age of 19 he released his first album, SEX PACKETS, with a band

called Digital Underground. After one more DU record, he went solo, and the following five years

were his most fruitful artistically. He released a number of classic records including 2Paccalypse

Now and Strictly 4 My N.I.G.G.A.Z. In 1995, after recovering from being shot five times during a

robbery, he released the two-million copy hit ME AGAINST THE WORLD, and followed that up with

the double CD ALL EYEZ, which sold 3 million copies. Shakur also appeared in a number of films,

including the Jon Singleton film, POETIC JUSTICE. In September 1996, Tupac Shakur was

murdered in Las Vegas. He was 25 years old. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable

edition of this title.

if you have the DVD or you have watched it...then you should have this too.i loved the fact that it

has so many photos of Tupac's life.it hasn't something more to give to true Tupac fans that most of

the info they get from this book they know it already. but the whole story as it is in the documentary

that comes from Tupac's mouth...alongside with all the pics makes this book a must have.

love it

the book reflects much of what is said by Tupac in thr movie. However, there are additional quotes

and photos. I'm happy I found this gem. It arrived in great shape. Do buy this book for your personal

library, fellow-Tupac-fans!

Love Tupac

overall good book. for sure something that any tupac fan would love. anyone who loves tupac and is

looking into his "death" should read this.

Must have for any tupac fan...a written version of the movie...great book with many many many

pictures and captions taken right out of the movie

I really loved this book,it's very nice. Beautiful Illustrations,and its very cheap. In my case, have to

say that I couldn't find this book where I live, so, nothing to complain.

Awesome book! I love TuPac!
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